
(Pictured: ComColor FW5230 with Scanner attachments)

Faith-Based Environments

You need your outreach programs printed economically and 
effectively.  RISO has the answer to your prayers.

“Peak Printing” Patterns

Churches and religious organizations have unique 
and demanding office needs. Among those 
oddities is the fact that much of their printing 
is based on fundraising campaigns, monthly 
newsletters, envelope printing, all of which come 
in bunches. While toner devices work best when 
equal amounts of copies are printed on a daily 
basis, non-profit groups will instead print large 
amounts in a short period of time, given their 
unique communications requirements.

The people who print our bank statements, credit 
card statements or home internet invoices have 
similar challenges - as everything is printed and 
sent out on the last or first two days of the billing 
month. Twelve years ago, they moved away from 
toner and turned to a printing technology that 
is digital but uses no heat, no toner and can run 
at super high speeds without static electricity 
buildup. That technology is called Inkjet.

A Printer Designed to Print Outreach 
Program Materials

RISO addresses the type of “peak printing” 
requirements noted above with an Inkjet 
technology that will:  

• Print church bulletins at speeds of up to 120 
color pages per minute (500 double-sided, 
letter size bulletins in less than 9 minutes)

• Print color bulletins, hymn books or Sunday 
School material for a little over 1 penny per 
page (most toner devices hover around the 6 
cent mark)

• Use no heat which yields low parts usage 
and cold copies that are easy to handle (fold, 
staple or add hole punch)

• Print offering envelopes of all sizes (even with 
glue on the flap!) without damaging the seal 

• These same envelopes have become prime 
fundraising tools as RISO allows for the 
printing of outreach messages on the face of 
the envelope

 
Call your local RISO dealer today and learn about 
our FW Series RISO’s designed for Churches and 
Non-Profit organizations.

Advantages

• High Speed: The ComColor FW5230 system is capable 
of full color cut sheet output up to 120 ppm.  

• Reliability: With a duty cycle of 500,000 prints per 
month, the ComColor FW is a true workhorse.

• Variety and Flexibility: RISO’s patented FORCEJETTM 
technology utilizes a straight paper path that not only 
accommodates a wider range of media, but ensures a 
cold, flat, and dry output ideal for transition to finishing 
equipment.

• Space & Power Savings: A fraction of the size of similar 
output machines, this system’s small footprint easily 
fits into tight spaces.  The system does not require 
dedicated power or HVAC considerations, as it utilizes 
a standard wall outlet and does not generate heat as 
toner-based systems do.

•  Cost Analysis: ComColors are economical to own and 
run.  Ask your RISO rep for a review of your printing 
needs, to see if inkjet makes sense for your organization. 
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